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Abstract
A dynamical system given by a metric space and its continuous selfmap is said to have the
(Misiurewicz) stroboscopical property if, given any point z from the space and any increasing
sequence of positive integers, there is a point whose ω-limit set relative to this sequence contains z.
In the paper it is shown that some minimal skew product homeomorphisms on the torus do not have
such property.
Nevertheless, we show that some important classes of systems do have the stroboscopical property.
On the other hand, there is a Devaney chaotic and topologically weakly mixing subshift without the
stroboscopical property.
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1. Introduction and results
We will consider a metric space (X,) and a discrete dynamical system (X;f ) given
by the space X and a continuous selfmap f of X, written f ∈ C(X). Note that f is not
assumed to be invertible if not stated otherwise. The dynamical system (X;f ) or the map
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f itself is called (topologically) minimal if the (forward) orbit of every point from X is
dense in X (for more information on minimality see, e.g., [1,18]).
In the problems session of the International Conference on Dynamical Systems, Kiev
1998, M. Misiurewicz posed the following question:
Misiurewicz Stroboscopical Problem. Let X be a compact metric space, f be a
continuous minimal map from X to itself and A be a sequence of positive integers
n1 < n2 < n3 < · · · . Denote by ωf (A,x) the set of accumulation points of the sequence
f n1(x), f n2(x), f n3(x), . . . (in particular we will use the notation ωf (x) := ωf (N,x),
where N is the sequence of all positive integers). Is it true that ⋃x∈X ωf (A,x)=X?
(Notice that due to the compactness the set ⋃x∈X ωf (A,x) is nonempty. Moreover, it is
f -invariant and so, due to the minimality of f , it is dense in X.)
Notice also that, even without the assumptions that the metric space X is compact and
f is minimal, the set of points x with ωf (A,x)  z is always of type Gδ (though possibly
empty). To see this realize that
ωf (A,x)  z if and only if x ∈
∞⋂
k=1
( ∞⋃
i=k
f−ni (Uk)
)
where (Uk)∞k=1 is a countable basis of neighbourhoods of z.
If some, not necessarily minimal, system (X;f ) has the property from the Misiurewicz
stroboscopical problem, we will say that it, or the map f itself, has or satisfies the
(Misiurewicz) stroboscopical property. The stroboscopical property means that, given a
sequence A of positive integers n1 < n2 < · · · and a point z ∈ X, one can always find a
point x ∈X with z ∈ ωf (A,x). If for every sequence A and every point z the set of such
points x is dense in X, we will speak on strong stroboscopical property (cf. Proposition 5).
If for every increasing sequence A of positive integers there is a subsequence B =
(kn)
∞
n=1 of A such that for every z ∈ X there exists xz ∈ X with limn→∞ f kn(xz) = z
and this convergence is uniform, then we say that the system has uniform stroboscopical
property.
Recall that a pair (x, y) ∈X2 is called asymptotic or proximal if
lim
n→∞
(
f n(x), f n(y)
)= 0 or lim inf
n→∞ 
(
f n(x), f n(y)
)= 0,
respectively. A pair (x, y) is distal if it is not proximal and it is Li–Yorke if it is proximal
but not asymptotic.
We are going to show that, in general, minimal maps need not have the Misiurewicz
stroboscopical property, i.e., the answer to the problem is negative. Nevertheless, the
stroboscopical property has its intrinsic beauty and from the very beginning this was our
main motivation to study its role in topological dynamics in general and not only in the
class of minimal systems. We show that some important classes of maps do have this
property, while some others do not. We also formulate some open problems. In general,
we believe that what we call the stroboscopical (or sequence) dynamics is worth of
further study (the best example of a topic from stroboscopical dynamics is the topological
sequence entropy, introduced in [15] and studied recently by several authors). Also, the fact
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that minimal maps may or may not have the stroboscopical property is a new illustration
of the diversity of minimal systems.2
To state our results, we need some definitions. If (X;f ) and (Y ;g) are dynamical
systems and φ :X → Y a continuous surjection with φ ◦ f = g ◦ φ then (X;f ) is an
extension of (Y ;g), and (Y ;g) is a factor of (X;f ). If X and Y are spaces then a map
F ∈ C(X × Y ) is called triangular (or a skew product) if it is of the form F(x, y) =
(f (x), g(x, y)). Instead of g(x, y) we also write gx(y). Here {gx, x ∈ X} is a family of
maps from C(Y ) depending continuously on x ∈X. Obviously, (X×Y ;F) is an extension
of (X;f ).
When trying to find a counterexample to the stroboscopical property in the class of
minimal maps, we first need to choose a space. Of course, we have to forget about all
infinite spaces with fixed (periodic) point property, since they do not admit any minimal
map. On the other hand, on any finite set as well as on the circle S1 every minimal map
satisfies the stroboscopical property (in the case of the circle this follows from the fact that
the considered map is topologically conjugate to an irrational rotation [4]). The next natural
candidates to check could be the Cantor set and the torus. We show that a counterexample
exists in either of these spaces. The case of the Cantor set is easier, we have
Proposition 1. There is a minimal homeomorphism on the Cantor set (in fact a Sturmian
minimal flow, i.e., a subshift of {0,1}Z) which does not have the stroboscopical property.
Our main result is the following
Theorem 2. There is a minimal skew product homeomorphism F from the torus T =
S1 × S1 onto itself which does not have the stroboscopical property.
It is worth noticing that F has similar properties to those of the Sturmian minimal flow
from Proposition 1. It is an extension of a minimal circle map, i.e., of a map having the
stroboscopical property. Moreover, F is in fact totally minimal, i.e., all iterates Fn, n ∈ N
(even n ∈ Z\ {0}) are minimal. To see this use for instance the fact that the minimality on a
continuum implies the total minimality (see [5]). Finally, we wish to say that F is sensitive,
i.e., there is an ε > 0 such that for every point x and every neighbourhoodU of x , there is
y ∈ U and n  0 with (f n(x), f n(y)) > ε. The easiest way to see this is to realize that
2 Nevertheless, we dare to add the following ‘hypothetical’ remark. In a sense it is a pity that the answer to the
Misiurewicz stroboscopical problem is negative, because (and namely in this fact it should perhaps be seen the
original motivation of the problem) the affirmative answer to this problem would have important consequences.
For instance, we would easily get a new proof of the fact that if X is a compact metric space and f ∈ C(X)
then for any point x ∈ X and any minimal set M in the orbit closure of x, the point x is proximal to some point
y ∈M . Recall that this important result is due to [2,11], cf. [1, pp. 67 and 89] and notice also that by [1, p. 68]
there is no direct proof of this. (Of course, in spite of the negative answer to the Misiurewicz’s question, the
mentioned simple alternative proof can be used in the particular case when the restriction of f to the minimal set
M is known to have the stroboscopical property—see the results below.) It also seems that the affirmative answer
would help to find a topological proof (i.e., without the use of facts from ergodic theory) of the recently obtained
result (see [6]) that if X is a compact metric space and f ∈ C(X) has positive topological entropy then the system
has a Li–Yorke pair.
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by [3] any compact metric minimal system is either equicontinuous or sensitive and then
to use our Proposition 4.
We have seen that the class STROB of systems with the stroboscopical property (even
if we consider only compact spaces) is not closed under extensions. On the other hand,
it is obviously closed under sums (i.e., disjoint unions of dynamical systems) and under
factors. Further, one can show that if (X;fm) is in STROB for some m ∈ N then also
(X;f ) is in STROB and then (X;f k) is in STROB for all k ∈ N. Finally, the product
of two systems in STROB is in STROB. Even, if (Xi;fi), i = 1,2, . . . , are systems
in STROB then also their product is in STROB. (Given z = (z1, z2, . . .) ∈ ∏∞i=1Xi
and an increasing sequence A of positive integers, use the diagonal method to find a
point x = (x1, x2, . . .) ∈ ∏∞i=1Xi and a subsequence (kn)∞n=1 of A such that for every
i , f kn(xi)→ zi . Thus, (f × f × · · ·)kn(x)→ z in the product topology.)
It is easy to see that the system from Proposition 1 ‘almost’ satisfies the stroboscopical
property in the sense that for every sequence A, the set
⋃
x∈X ωf (A,x) is a residual subset
of X (equivalently, given a sequence A, the set of points z for which there exists a point x
with ωf (A,x)  z contains a Gδ-dense set). The same is true for the map from Theorem 2
but in this case the proof is difficult—we postpone it to Appendix A. So, there is a natural
question whether all compact minimal systems ‘almost’ satisfy the stroboscopical property.
We do not know the answer.
So, not all compact minimal systems have the stroboscopical property. Nevertheless,
one can show that some important classes of maps do have it.
First some definitions. The surjectivity of a system (X;f ) means that f (X) = X.
A system (X;f ) is (forward) equicontinuous if {f n: n= 0,1,2, . . .} is an equicontinuous
family of maps. A system (X;f ) or the map f itself is (topologically) transitive if for
every pair of nonempty open sets U and V in X, there is a positive integer n such
that f n(U) ∩ V = ∅. In compact metric spaces without isolated points the topological
transitivity is equivalent to the existence of a dense orbit (see [22] for a stronger result). If
(X;f ) is transitive and the set of its periodic points is dense in X then it is called Devaney
chaotic provided that X is infinite. A system (X;f ) or the map f itself is (topologically)
weakly mixing if (X2;f × f ) is topologically transitive and is (topologically) strongly
mixing if for every pair of nonempty open sets U and V in X, there is a positive
integer n0 such that for every n  n0, f n(U) ∩ V = ∅. Finally, a system (X;f ) is distal
(respectively Li–Yorke) if all pairs of points (x, y) ∈ X2, x = y , are distal (respectively
Li–Yorke).
Given a system (X;f ) where X is a compact metric (or at least Hausdorff) space,
consider the compact Hausdorff space XX of all (not necessarily continuous) maps from
X to X with the product topology, i.e., with the topology of pointwise convergence of
nets. The closure E(X;f ) of the set of the iterates f n, n = 0,1,2, . . . , is a compact
subspace of XX and it is a semigroup with respect to the composition of maps, so-called
Ellis semigroup of the system (for more information see [12] or [9,24]).
We start the ‘positive’ results with the distality. Any distal system (X;f ), X being
compact metric, decomposes into the union of disjoint compact minimal (distal) systems,
each of them being given by a homeomorphism of the corresponding compact subspace
of X onto itself (see [1,9,13]). Therefore, by combining Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 6.7
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from [14] we get that the distal system (X;f ) has the stroboscopical property provided
that X is zero-dimensional. In fact one can prove more:
Proposition 3. Let X be a compact metric space and f a continuous selfmap of X. If all
elements of the Ellis semigroup E(X;f ) are surjective maps then the system (X;f ) has
the stroboscopical property. Thus distal systems have the stroboscopical property.
It is known that every (forward) equicontinuous surjective system is necessarily in-
vertible and distal. Thus, Proposition 3 covers also the equicontinuous systems. Nev-
ertheless, the best way how to prove the stroboscopical property for equicontinuous
surjective systems is to use Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, because it gives a stronger re-
sult:3
Proposition 4. Let X be a compact metric space. If (X;f ) is an equicontinuous surjective
system then it has the uniform stroboscopical property.
Contrary to these results, the topologically strongly mixing systems have the strong
stroboscopical property and these two notions are even equivalent, i.e., we have a new
characterization of the strong mixing.
Proposition 5. Let X be a locally compact metric space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (X;f ) is topologically strongly mixing,
(2) (X;f ) has the strong stroboscopical property,
(3) for any increasing sequence A of positive integers and any point z ∈ X, the set of
points x with z ∈ ωf (A,x) is Gδ-dense (hence residual) in X.
In view of this result the stroboscopical property could perhaps be interpreted as a kind
of ‘mixing’ which is weaker than strong mixing and is independent of weak mixing (see
Proposition 7, Proposition 3 and take into account that nontrivial distal systems are not
weakly mixing).
Let us remark that a topologically strongly mixing map (even in a compact metric space)
may be minimal, see [21]. It is also worth noticing that in spaces which are locally compact
but not compact there are no minimal maps at all, see [16].
Proposition 5 has interesting consequences. First recall a definition. If X is a compact
metric space with a metric , then (X;f ) or the map f itself have the specification
property if the following holds: for any ε > 0 there exists a positive integer M(ε)
such that for any k  2, for any k points x1, x2, . . . , xk ∈ X, for any positive integers
3 One can prove the stroboscopical property for equicontinuous surjective systems using neither the theory of
Ellis semigroups nor the Arzelà–Ascoli theorem, in a pure ‘dynamical’ way, as follows: First we show that if X is
a compact metric space and (X;f ) is a system without Li–Yorke pairs (in particular equicontinuous) then every
ω-limit set in this system is a minimal set. Using this we show that if the system is equicontinuous and surjective
then it decomposes into the disjoint union of compact minimal systems. Finally we prove that equicontinuous
minimal systems do have the stroboscopical property and we are done.
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a1  b1 < a2  b2 < · · · < ak  bk with ai − bi−1 M(ε) for 2  i  k, and for any
integer p with p  M(ε) + bk − a1, there exists a point x ∈ X with f p(x) = x such
that (f n(x), f n(xi))  ε for ai  n  bi , 1  i  k. If (X;f ) has the specification
property and is surjective, then f is topologically strongly mixing, see [23], and so
we get that all systems with the specification property have the strong stroboscopical
property.
Further, notice that the topologically transitive maps on the interval have the strobo-
scopical property. In fact, it is known that in the case of transitivity the interval can be
decomposed into two nonoverlapping compact subintervals such that the second iterate of
the map is strongly mixing on each of them. Thus the second iterate of the map and hence
also the original map itself have the stroboscopical property. This can be generalized to
graphs. By a graph we mean a compact metric space which can be written as the union of
finitely many arcs any two of which are either disjoint or intersect only in one or both of
their endpoints.
Proposition 6. Let G be a graph. If a system (G;f ) is topologically transitive then it has
the stroboscopical property.
Of course topological transitivity is in general far from being sufficient to guarantee stro-
boscopical property, cf. Proposition 1 and Theorem 2. Thus it is natural to wonder whether
Devaney chaotic and/or weakly mixing systems satisfy it (compare to Proposition 5). The
answer is negative. In fact:
Proposition 7. There is a weakly mixing, Devaney chaotic subshift of {0,1}Z, which does
not have the stroboscopical property.
It is worth emphasizing that, concerning another famous notion of chaos, things are not
better. Indeed, in [17] a Li–Yorke system (X;f ) is constructed with the property that, for
some appropriate sequence A, the set
⋃
x∈X ωf (A,x) consists of exactly one point.
Recall that topological total transitivity plus dense periodicity imply topological weak
mixing, see [5]. In [10] an example of a subshift on three symbols have been found showing
that, in general, topological weak mixing plus dense periodicity do not imply topological
strong mixing. Since all topologically strongly mixing systems have the stroboscopical
property, our Proposition 7 gives another example of this kind (notice that two symbols are
sufficient).
Finally, we wish to mention the following aspect of the stroboscopical property. Assume
that (X;f ) is minimal, X being a compact metric space. Fix z ∈X and its neighbourhood
U . Take a point x ∈ X. Then the set of times n ∈ N with f n(x) ∈ U is called a central
set and is known to contain arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. Every central set also
contains so-called an IP-set (see [13, pp. 161–162]).
Some problems remain open. Let us mention at least the following (X is always assumed
to be compact metric):
(1) Under what kinds of extensions is the class of systems with the stroboscopical property
closed? (For the definitions of various kinds of extensions see, e.g., [24].)
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(2) Is it true that for any minimal system (X;f ) and any increasing sequence A of positive
integers, the set
⋃
x∈X ωf (A,x) is residual in X? (Cf. Appendix A.)
(3) Are there weakly mixing minimal systems without the stroboscopical property?
2. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1. According to, e.g., [24, pp. 200–203] or [1, pp. 234–241], a
so-called Sturmian flow (X;σ) can be chosen satisfying the following properties: it is
a minimal subshift of {0,1}Z and it is an almost one-to-one extension of a system (S1; r),
where S1 is the circle and r is an irrational rotation. More precisely, if Φ : (X;σ)→ (S1; r)
is the corresponding surjective morphism (semiconjugacy) then there is a countable dense
set E ⊂ S1 such that for all z ∈ S1 \E the fibre Φ−1(z) consists of just one point of X and
for all z ∈E the fibre Φ−1(z) consists of two points of X.
Fix points b ∈ E and a ∈ S1 \ E and take an increasing sequence A∗ = (mi)∞i=1 of
positive integers such that limi→∞ rmi (a)= b. We have
Φ−1(b)= {b+, b−} and Φ−1(a)= {a}.
By taking an appropriate subsequence A = (nk)∞k=1 of the sequence A∗ we get that
limk→∞ σnk (a) converges. It necessarily converges to one of the points b+, b−, say to the
point b+. But then the other point b− does not belong to
⋃
x∈X ωσ (A,x). Hence (X;σ)
does not have the stroboscopical property. ✷
We will use the notation S1 = {eiπθ : θ ∈ R}. If x, y ∈ S1, x = y , then the interval
[x, y] is the closed arc in S1 connecting (counterclockwise) x and y . In what follows,
rα :S
1 → S1, α ∈ R, is the rotation rα(eiπθ ) = eiπ(θ+α) and, if β ∈ (0,∞), the map
hβ :S
1 → S1 is defined by
hβ
(
eiπθ
)=
{
eiπθ
β if θ ∈ [0,1],
e−iπ(−θ)β if θ ∈ [−1,0].
In particular, r0 = h1 = Id. We emphasize that rα′ ◦ rα = rα+α′ , hβ ′ ◦ hβ = hββ ′ .
Note that if a ∈ S1, 0 < ε < 1 is a rational number and f = rα with an irrational α, then
the f -orbit of a is dense in S1 but disjoint with the f -orbits of the points e−iπεa and eiπεa.
Further, for any β ∈ (0,∞) and any y ∈ S1, ωhβ (y) is either {−1} or {1}. The following
notation will be useful later. If f ∈ C(S1) and I ⊂ S1 is an interval then we will call the
finite sequence I = (f n(I))s−1n=0 a chain (with length s) if the intervals f n(I), 0  n < s,
are pairwise disjoint. If J is a subinterval of I then we will say that J = (f n(J ))s−1n=0 is a
subchain of I . Note that the length of a subchain of a chain I is by the definition the same
as the length of I . By the union ⋃I of a chain I we will mean the union of all intervals
belonging to the chain I .
Proof of Theorem 2. As we desire the map F to be of the type F(x, y)= (f (x), g(x, y)),
we begin by defining its base map f . This is simple enough: just fix an irrational number
α0 and write f = rα0 .
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To define the fibres gx(y)= g(x, y) we will use the maps rα and hβ . We begin by fixing
a, b ∈ S1 such that
b = f n(a) for any n 0, (1)
and finding a strictly increasing sequence (kj )∞j=1 of positive integers such that (f kj (a))∞j=1
converges to b. Now, taking into account (1) and the fact that the sequence (f n(a))∞n=0 is
dense in S1, it is easy to define inductively subsequences (pm)∞m=1, (qm)∞m=1 of (kj )∞j=1,
pm−1 < qm < pm (here we mean p0 = 0), and a strictly decreasing sequence of (rational)
numbers (εm)∞m=1, 0 < εm < 1, such that, if we write Im = [e−iπεma, eiπεma] and denote
Im = (f n(Im))pm−1n=0 , then the following properties hold for any m 1:
(a) Im is a chain with length pm, its union does not contain b and the interval f pm(Im) is
disjoint with the unions of all chains Ik , k m;
(b) for every m′ <m, every I ∈ Im′ and every J ∈ Im, either J ⊂ I or J ∩ I = ∅. Hence
any interval from Im is either included in an interval from some chain Im′ with m′ <m
(when we will call it improper), or intersects none of the intervals from the chains Im′ ,
m′ <m (when we will call it proper);
(c) both intervals f pm−1(Im) and f qm(Im) are proper;
(d) if um, respectively vm, denotes the number of proper intervals f n(Im) for 0 n < qm
(equivalently, pm−1  n < qm), respectively for qm  n < pm, then um,vm m.
Notice that
⋃∞
m=1(
⋃Im) is the same as the union of all proper intervals from all chains
Im, m= 1,2, . . . . Fix a set {cm: m ∈ N} ⊂ [−1,1] such that {c2m−1: m ∈ N} is dense in
[−1,1]. For any proper interval f n(Im) and any x ∈ f n(Im), x = eiπθf n(a) (θ = θ(x) ∈
[−εm, εm]), we define
gx =


rα with α = cm(εm − |θ |)
εmum
if m is odd and n < qm,
rα′ with α′ = −cm(εm − |θ |)
εmvm
if m is odd and qm  n,
hβ with β =m
εm−|θ |
εmum if m is even and n < qm,
hβ ′ with β ′ =m−
εm−|θ |
εmvm if m is even and qm  n.
We have thus defined gx for all x ∈⋃∞m=1(⋃Im). For the rest of points x ∈ S1 we define
gx = Id. Because of (a) and (b), the map g(x, y) is well defined, and it is continuous by
(d). Hence F is continuous. Moreover, F is clearly a homeomorphism from T onto T. To
see that F has also the other properties required in the theorem we will first show that
the subsequence of Im consisting of all improper intervals from Im can be
partitioned into a finite number of chains {Ji}i , each of them being a subchain
of Imi for some mi <m.
(2)
For m= 1 this is trivial. For m> 1 these chains can be chosen as follows. Since Im is
longer than Im−1, the first one is J1 = (f n(Im))pm−1−1n=0 , where we can put m1 = m− 1.
The interval f pm−1(Im) is proper by (c). If all intervals f n(Im), pm−1  n pm − 1, are
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proper, then we have finished. Otherwise let u be the first integer greater than pm−1 such
that f u(Im) is improper. Denote K = f u(Im), and let m′ < m be maximal such that K
is a subinterval of some of the intervals from Im′ = (f n(Im′))pm′−1n=0 . Since the interval
f pm−1(Im) is proper, because of the definition of u we clearly have that K ⊂ Im′ . Then
f n(K) ⊂ f n(Im′ ) for any 0  n < pm′ . Let v be maximal with the property that for all
u n < v, f n(Im) belongs to Im and is improper. Since, by (a), f pm(Im) (the first interval
in the f -trajectory of Im which does not belong to Im) is disjoint with the union of Im′ ,
all the intervals f n(K), 0  n < pm′ , belong to Im. Hence v − u  pm′ and we can take
J2 = (f n(Im))pm′+u−1n=u with m2 = m′. We are going to prove that v − u= pm′ . Suppose
on the contrary that v − u > pm′ . Denote u′ = u + pm′ , put K ′ = f u′(Im) and take the
maximal m′′ <m such that K ′ is a subinterval of some of the intervals f t (Im′′ ) from Im′′ .
Since K ′ = f pm′ (K)⊂ f pm′ (Im′ ), in view of (a) we get that necessarily m′′ >m′. Besides
K ′ ⊂ f pm′ (Im′) we also haveK ′ ⊂ f t (Im′′ ) and so the inequalitym′′ >m′ implies t  pm′ .
But then from K ′ = f pm′ (K) ⊂ f t (Im′′ ) we get K ⊂ f t−pm′ (Im′′ ) in contradiction with
the maximality of m′. Thus we have proved that v−u= pm′ . This means that J2 exhausts
(coincides with) the whole block f u(Im), . . . , f v−1(Im). Further, by the definition of v,
either f v(Im) does not belong to Im and thus we have finished the proof, or f v(Im) belongs
to Im and is proper. But then we can proceed in exhausting the improper intervals from
Im in the same way as above (just replace f pm−1(Im) at the beginning of the proof of (2)
by f v(Im) and continue in an analogous way). Since Im is finite, after finitely many steps
this process will terminate. Thus we have proved (2). (Moreover, from the proof we can
see that Im = J1B1J2B2 . . . where Bi are nonempty blocks of proper intervals from Im.
Of course, in this expression there are only finitely many chains Ji and blocks Bj .)
Now we are going to show the consequences of (2) for the dynamics of F . First consider
the chain I1 = (I1, f (I1), . . . , f q1(I1), . . . , f p1−1(I1)). Fix x = eiπθa ∈ I1 and y ∈ S1. All
the intervals in the chain I1 are proper. Say u1 = q1 and v1 = p1 − q1. By the definition
of F ,
Fp1(x, y)= (f p1(x), (rα′ ◦ · · · ◦ rα′︸ ︷︷ ︸
v1
◦ rα ◦ · · · ◦ rα︸ ︷︷ ︸
u1
)(y)
)
,
where α = c1(ε1−|θ |)
ε1u1
, α′ = − c1(ε1−|θ |)
ε1v1
. Hence Fp1(x, y) = (f p1(x), y). This can be
generalized. In fact, using (2), taking into account the definition of F and reasoning by
induction on m, it is easy to deduce
Fpm(x, y)= (f pm(x), y) for any x ∈ Im and any y ∈ S1.
In particular, if y ∈ S1,
Fpm(a, y)= (f pm(a), y) for any m 1. (3)
By (c), the interval f qm(Im) from Im is proper and so (2) implies that the subsequence of
Im consisting of all improper intervals f n(Im) with 0  n < qm can be partitioned into a
finite number of chains {Ji}i , each of them being a subchain of Imi for some mi <m. This
together with (3) gives
Fqm(a, y)= (f qm(a), rcm(y)) if m is odd, (4)
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andFqm(a, y)= (f qm(a),hm(y)) if m is even. (5)
Let us show that F is minimal. Notice that, by (4), ωF (a, y) includes all points from
the fibre {b} × S1 for any y ∈ S1. As Fn({b} × S1) = {f n(b)} × S1 for any n and
(f n(b))∞n=0 is dense in S1, we conclude that ωF (a, y)= T. Since always ωF (x, y) must
contain some point from {a} × S1, we get ωF (x, y) = T for any (x, y) ∈ T. Finally, it
is clear that if −1 = y0 = 1 then, by (5), (b, y0) cannot be an accumulation point of the
sequence (F q2w(a, y))∞w=1 for any y . Hence, because of the definitions of the base map
f and the sequence (kj )∞j=1, (b, y0) cannot be an accumulation point of the sequence
(F q2w(x, y))∞w=1 for any (x, y) ∈ T. We have thus proved that F does not satisfy the
Misiurewicz stroboscopical property. ✷
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume that E(X;f ) consists only of surjective maps. Fix an
increasing sequence A= (mi)∞i=1 of positive integers and fix z ∈X. Consider the sequence
(f mi )∞i=1 in the compact space E(X;f ). There exists a directed set (D,) and a subnet
(f nλ)λ∈D of the mentioned sequence such that this subnet is convergent. The limit g of
this subnet is an element of E(X;f ) and so it is a surjection of X onto itself. Hence there
exists x ∈X with g(x)= z. Then we have f nλ(x)→ g(x)= z (the convergence of a net).
We are going to find a sequence (ki)∞i=1, a subsequence ofA, such that limi→∞ f ki (x)=
z. To this end, fix a sequence (εi)∞i=1 of positive reals with εi ↘ 0. Start with taking a
positive integer k1 ∈A (one from the nλ’s mentioned above) with f k1(x) ∈ Bε1(z). There
are elementsµ and ν of D such that we have f nξ (x) ∈Bε2(z) wheneverµ ξ and nξ > k1
whenever ν  ξ . Take < ∈ D with µ  < and ν  < . Denote the element n< ∈ A by k2.
Then k2 > k1 and f k2(x) ∈ Bε2(z). Continuing in this way we can construct a subsequence
k1 < k2 < · · · of A with f ki (x) ∈ Bεi (z). The result follows.
If the system (X;f ) is distal, its Ellis semigroup is a group (see [12] or [9,24]). In
particular, all its elements are surjective. ✷
Proof of Proposition 4. Fix an increasing sequence A = (mi)∞i=1 of positive integers
and consider the sequence (f mi )∞i=1. By Arzelà–Ascoli theorem there exists its uniformly
convergent subsequence (f nk )∞k=1. Denote its limit by g. Since all the iterates of f are
continuous and surjective, g is also surjective. Then for every z ∈ X there exists xz ∈ X
with g(xz)= z. Hence limk→∞ f nk (xz)= z where this convergence is uniform. ✷
Proof of Proposition 5. (i) ⇒ (ii) Fix a point z ∈ X, an increasing sequence of positive
integers A = (ni)∞i=1 and a nonempty open set G in X. We are going to find a point
x ∈ G with z ∈ ωf (A,x). Let G∗ be a nonempty open set such that its closure G∗ ⊂ G
is compact. For every n let Bn be the open ball with radius 1/n centered at z. Since f
is strongly mixing, there is ni1 ∈ A with f ni1 (G∗) ∩ B1 = ∅. Hence there is an open set∅ =G1 ⊂G∗ such that f ni1 (G1)⊂ B1. Again, since f is strongly mixing, there is ni2 ∈A,
ni2 > ni1 such that f
ni2 (G1) ∩ B2 = ∅. Hence for some open set ∅ = G2 ⊂ G1 we have
f ni2 (G2)⊂ B2. By induction we get a subsequence (nij )∞j=1 of A and a nested sequence
of nonempty open sets {Gj }∞j=1 in G∗ such that f nij (Gj ) ⊂ Bj for every j . Since G∗ is
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compact, the set
⋂∞
j=1 Gj is nonempty. Obviously, for every x from this set we have x ∈G
and ωf (A,x)  z.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) In the introduction we showed that the set of points x with z ∈ ωf (A,x) is
Gδ . A Gδ-dense set in a locally compact metric space is residual.
(iii) ⇒ (i) Assume that the system is not strongly mixing. Then there are nonempty
open sets U and V in X and an increasing sequence A of positive integers such that for
every n ∈A, f n(U) ∩ V = ∅. Hence, if z ∈ V there is no point x ∈ U with ωf (A,x)  z.
Thus (iii) does not hold. ✷
Proof of Proposition 6. By [7,8] (cf. [5]) we have G = ⋃n−1i=0 Gi for some n, where
all the Gi are connected compact sets, Gi ∩ Gj is finite for i = j , f (Gi) = Gi+1,
i = 0,1, . . . , n−2, f (Gn−1)=G0 and two cases are possible: either f has periodic points
and then f n|Gi has the specification property, i = 0,1, . . . , n − 1, or f has no periodic
points and then all the Gi are homeomorphic to circles and the f n|Gi are conjugate to
irrational rotations, i = 0,1, . . . , n− 1. To finish the proof use Proposition 5, the fact that
any irrational rotation has the stroboscopical property and the obvious fact that f n has the
stroboscopical property if and only if f has it. ✷
Proof of Proposition 7. We write the elements of Ω = {0,1}Z as x = · · ·x−2x−1 .x0
x1x2 · · · (with the dot over the central position). Recall that a basis for the open sets in
Ω is given by the collection of all cylinder sets
C[c−m · · ·c−1 .c0 c1 · · ·cm] =
{
x ∈Ω : xi = ci for |i|m
}
.
If P ⊂N we may define
ΛP =
{
x ∈Ω : xi = xj = 1, i = j ⇒ |i − j | ∈ P
}
.
This infinite set is closed and invariant under the shift map, so σP = σ |ΛP is a subshift.
In [19] it is proved that if P is replete, that is, if it contains arbitrarily large blocks of
consecutive integers, then σP is weakly mixing, and if N \ P is infinite then σP is not
strongly mixing.
Let
P =
{
n10r + k: n, r ∈N, k ∈
[
−
r−1∑
s=0
10s,
r−1∑
s=0
10s
]}
.
Hence, P is the set of numbers q = qv−1qv−2 · · ·q1q0 such that either there is u < v with
qu−1qu−2 · · ·q0  11 u· · · 1 or there is u v with qu−1qu−2 · · ·q0 > 88 u· · · 8.
Clearly, P is replete and so σP is weakly mixing (since N \ P is infinite, σP is not
strongly mixing and so there is a chance that the system does not have the stroboscopical
property).
To prove that σP is Devaney chaotic, fix an arbitrary finite sequence c−m · · ·c−1 .c0
c1 · · ·cm of zeros and ones in which the distance of any two ones belongs to P . We are
going to show that in the cylinder C[c−m · · ·c−1 .c0 c1 · · ·cm] there is a periodic point
p = · · ·p−2p−1 .p0 p1p2 · · · of σP . The point p will be obtained by moving the given
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central block to the right as well as to the left with the step (period) 10m+1, the rest of
coordinates being zeros. More precisely,
pj =
{
ck if j = k + n10m+1, n ∈ Z, −m k m,
0 elsewhere.
Obviously, p is periodic for σ and belongs to the mentioned cylinder. To show that it
belongs to ΛP , take any i = j with pi = pj = 1. If i, j belong to the same of the sets
{−m+ n10m+1, . . . ,m+ n10m+1}, n ∈ Z, then |i − j | ∈ P by the choice of the central
block. If they belong to different sets from this family, then |i− j | = a10m+1 + b for some
a ∈N and −2m b  2m and thus, since 2m<∑ms=0 10s , again |i − j | ∈ P .
We must show now that (ΛP ;σP ) does not have the stroboscopical property. To this
end, let A= (ni)∞i=1 be the sequence
5,55,555, . . .,55 i· · · 5, . . . ,
that is, ni = 5∑i−1s=0 10s for any i , and let z= · · ·z−2z−1 .z0 z1z2 · · · be the point with ones
in the places
0 (the central position), 1012,10112, . . .,1011 r· · · 12, . . .
(one can insert 10 and 102 if wants to have in the sequence also numbers with two and
three ciphers) and zeros elsewhere. It is simple to check that z ∈ΛP . We are going to show
that z /∈⋃x∈ΛP ωσP (A,x).
Suppose, on the contrary, that z ∈ ωσP (A,x) for some x ∈ΛP . Then, for some numbers
i < j (we can assume j − i  2) we must have that σniP (x) belongs to the cylinder
C[ .z0] = C[1˙], and σnjP (x) belongs to the cylinder
C[z−1011i−1··· 12 · · ·z−1
.
z0 z1 · · ·z1011i−1··· 12] = C[0 · · ·01˙0 · · ·1].
In particular
xni = xnj = x
nj+1011i−1··· 12
= 1,
and then
nj + 1011 i−1· · · 12− ni = 55 j· · · 5− 55 i· · · 5+ 1011 i−1· · · 12= 55 j−i−2· · · 56511 i−1· · · 12
must belong to P , a contradiction. ✷
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Appendix A
As promised in the introduction, we are going to prove that the map from Theorem 2
‘almost’ satisfies the stroboscopical property (see Proposition A.1 below, cf. also open
problems in Section 1).
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Let g∗ :S1 → S1 be a map. We will say thatL :R→R is a lifting of g∗ if E◦L= g∗ ◦E,
where E :R→ S1 is given by E(θ)= eiπθ . A map g∗ :S1 → S1 will be called increasing
if it admits a (not necessarily strictly) increasing lifting.
If x ∈ S1 and 0< ε < 1 we will put Cε(x)= [e−iπεx, eiπεx].
Proposition A.1. Let F be as in Theorem 2 and let A be a strictly increasing sequence of
positive integers. Then Ω =⋃z∈TωF (A, z) is residual in T.
Proof. With the notation of Theorem 2 we will write gnx = gf n−1(x) ◦ · · · ◦ gf (x) ◦ gx for
any x ∈ S1 and any positive integer n. We can assume that if A = (nj )j then (f nj (x))j
converges for any x . Notice then that there is a number θ∗ such that limj→∞ f nj (x) =
rθ∗(x) for all x .
Step 1. Let (gj )j be a sequence of degree one circle homeomorphisms. Then there is a
subsequence (gjl )l pointwise converging to an increasing map g∗ :S1 → S1. Moreover,
if g∗ is not surjective then g∗(S1) ⊂ [y, y ′] for some interval [y, y ′] and, if K is a
fixed interval, then for any (small enough) ε > 0 there is an lε such that gjl (K) ⊂
[e−iπεy, eiπεy ′] for any l  lε .
There is exactly one lifting Lj of gj such that Lj (−1) ∈ [−1,1). Denote by Gj
its restriction to [−1,1]. As all maps Gj are increasing and uniformly bounded, we
can use [20, Lemma 2, p. 221] to find a subsequence (Gjl )l pointwise converging to
an increasing map G∗ : [−1,1] → R. Clearly, G∗ is a restriction of a lifting L∗ of an
increasing map g∗ :S1 → S1 and (gjl )l pointwise converges to g∗. AsL∗(1)−L∗(−1)= 2,
we have that if g∗ is not surjective then g∗(S1) ⊂ [y, y ′] for some interval [y, y ′].
Concerning the last statement simply notice that if K = [x, x ′] then there is a number
lε such that for any l  lε we have gjl (x), gjl (x ′) ∈ [e−iπεy, eiπεy ′] (and then gjl (K) ⊂
[e−iπεy, eiπεy ′] because the maps gj are increasing).
Step 1 is proved.
Step 2. For any x ∈ S1, any interval [y, y∗] and any 0 < ε < 1, there are a point x∗ ∈Cε(x)
and a number t ∈N such that gtx∗([y, y∗])⊂ Cε(1).
With the notation of Theorem 1 rewrite aw = f q2w−1(a), w ∈ N, and consider the
sequence (aw)w , which converges to b. Notice that g
q2w−q2w−1
aw = h2w ◦ r−c2w−1 , see (4)
and (5).
Let t∗ be such that f t∗(Cε(x)) ⊃ Cε/2(b) and let J = gt∗
f−t∗ (b)([y, y∗]). Now fix
an interval J ∗ including J in its interior and take an appropriate point aw ∈ Cε/2(b)
close enough to b such that we simultaneously have gq2w−q2w−1aw (J ∗) ⊂ Cε(1) and
gt
∗
f−t∗ (aw)
([y, y∗]) ⊂ J ∗ (we have used that {c2m−1: m ∈ N} is dense in [−1,1] and so
there are arbitrarily large w such that r−c2w−1(J ∗) does not contain the point −1 = eiπ1).
Then x∗ = f−t∗(aw) and t = t∗ + q2w − q2w−1 do the job.
Step 2 is proved.
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Step 3. There is a residual set R∗ in S1 with the following property. Let x∗ ∈ R∗ and let
J be an interval. Then there is a sequence Ax∗,J = (tj )j such that (gtjx∗|J )j converges
uniformly to 1 as j →∞.
Let {Jl}∞l=1 be an ordering of all intervals of the type [eiπθ , eiπθ
′ ] with θ, θ ′ ∈ Q and
0 < θ ′ − θ < 2. Using Step 2 we can construct for any l an open dense set R∗l with the
property that for any x∗ ∈ R∗l there is a t = tx∗ such that gtx∗(Jl)⊂ C1/ l(1). It suffices to
take R∗ =⋂∞l=1R∗l .
Step 3 is proved.
Step 4. Assume that there is a point x∗ ∈ R∗ such that {x∗} × S1 ⊂ Ω . Then, given
x ′, y ′, c ∈ S1 and 0 < ε < 1, there are points x ′′, y ′′ ∈ S1 and a number n ∈ A such that
(x ′′, y ′′) ∈Cε(x ′)×Cε(y ′) and gnx ′′(y ′′) ∈Cε(c).
We will play with pointwise and uniform convergence of sequences hl of circle maps
and so it will be useful to use for them the notation hl → h and hl⇒ h, respectively (here
l tends to infinity).
We start with recalling that for the sequence A = (nj )j we have f nj → rθ∗ . Let
x = r−θ∗(x∗). According to Step 1, we have that gnjlx → g∗ for some subsequence (njl )l of
A, where g∗ :S1 → S1 is increasing and there is an interval J with g∗(S1)⊂ J . Use Step 3
to find the corresponding sequence Ax∗,J ; it is not restrictive to assume that (f tj (x∗))j
converges, say to x∗∗∗; let x∗∗ = r−θ∗(x∗∗∗), x ′∗ = rθ∗(x ′). Now, because of the minimality
of f , we can find a number t and a very small ε∗ > 0 with
F t
(
Cε∗(x∗∗∗)× {1}
)⊂ Cε/2(x ′∗)×Cε/2(c). (A.1)
Also, let δ > 0 be small enough such that if (d, y) ∈ T then
F t
({d} ×Cδ(y))⊂ {f t (d)}×Cε/2(gtd (y)). (A.2)
Take a large number j ′ such that (see Step 3)
g
tj ′
x∗ (J )⊂ Cδ/2(1).
For a fixed y ∈ S1 we want to find a number l′ large enough so that
g
nj
l′
f
tj ′ (x)
(
S1 \Cδ(y)
)⊂ Cδ(1). (A.3)
We are going to show why this is possible. Since gnjlx → g∗ and (gtj ′x )−1 is surjective
(a homeomorphism of the circle onto itself) we get that also gnjlx ◦ (gtj ′x )−1 = gnjl−tj ′
f
t
j ′ (x)
→
g∗ ◦ (gtj ′x )−1. Further, f njl (x) converges to x∗ and the map F is uniformly continuous
and therefore, for our fixed tj ′ and l tending to infinity, we have g
tj ′
f
njl (x)
⇒ gtj ′x∗ . Since
ϕl → ϕ and ψl ⇒ψ imply ψl ◦ϕl →ψ ◦ϕ, the last two claims about the convergence give
g
tj ′
f
njl (x)
◦gnjl−tj ′
f
t
j ′ (x)
= gnjl
f
t
j ′ (x)
→ gtj ′x∗ ◦g∗ ◦ (g
tj ′
x )
−1
. Since g∗(S1)⊂ J and gtj ′x∗ (J )⊂ Cδ/2(1),
the range of the last limit map is included in Cδ/2(1). So, we can apply Step 1 (with K the
closure of S1 \Cδ(y)) to get the desired number l′.
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We can additionally assume thatf tj ′ (x) ∈Cε/2(x∗∗) (A.4)
and
f
tj ′+njl′ (x) ∈ Cε∗(x∗∗∗). (A.5)
Notice that (A.1) implies that
f t (x∗∗) ∈Cε/2(x ′)
and so, using (A.4), we get
x ′′ = f tj ′+t (x) ∈ Cε(x ′). (A.6)
Let K be the (open) interval given by
S1 \K = gt
f
t
j ′ (x)
(
S1 \Cδ(y)
)
.
Observe that, due to (A.2),(
S1 \K)∩Cε(y ′) = ∅. (A.7)
Moreover,
g
nj
l′
x ′′
(
S1 \K) = gnjl′
f
t
j ′ +t (x)
(
S1 \K)= gnjl′
f
t
j ′ +t (x)
(
gt
f
t
j ′ (x)
(
S1 \Cδ(y)
))
= gnjl′ +t
f
t
j ′ (x)
(
S1 \Cδ(y)
)= gt
f
t
j ′ +njl′ (x)
(
g
nj
l′
f
t
j ′ (x)
(
S1 \Cδ(y)
))
,
and
g
nj
l′
x ′′
(
S1 \K)⊂ gt
f
t
j ′ +njl′ (x)
(
Cδ(1)
)⊂ Cε(c): (A.8)
the first inclusion follows from (A.3); the second one from (A.5), (A.1) and (A.2). Now
(A.7) and (A.8) allow us to find a point y ′′ ∈Cε(y ′) with
g
nj
l′
x ′′ (y
′′) ∈Cε(c).
This shows (recall (A.6)) that (x ′′, y ′′) is the pair we were looking for.
Step 4 is proved.
We are ready to finish the proof of the proposition. If {x∗} × S1 ⊂Ω for any x∗ ∈ R∗
then we are done. If not use Step 4 to construct a residual set Λ⊂ T with the property that
if (x˜, y˜) ∈Λ then ωF (A, (x˜, y˜))= {rθ∗(x˜)} × S1. As the first coordinate projection P of
Λ is residual in S1 and rθ∗(P )× S1 ⊂Ω , we have finished. ✷
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